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Talking Points
• As the European Union’s largest trading

partner, with a bilateral trade and invest-
ment relationship valued at almost $3 billion
per day, America has enormous interests in
the European economy. 

• In 2005, the EU acknowledged mid-term fail-
ure of its 10-year economic plan, “The Lisbon
Agenda,” with poor projected growth rates
and negligible reductions in unemployment.

• Europe suffers from particular weaknesses,
including rigid labor markets and little fiscal
freedom from government. 

• Public confidence in the EU is low, with pro-
foundly low levels of support among British
businesses for the direction of the European
Union proposed in the European Constitution.

• The biggest challenge for many European
nations right now is to resist the powerful
Brussels establishment, who continue to
churn out reams of legislation to further
solidify European integration.

Is Europe Doomed to Continued 
Economic Stagnation?

Sally McNamara

In March 2000, the European Union proudly
announced that it would become the most dynamic
and competitive knowledge-based economy in the
world by 2010, with full employment and 3 percent
yearly growth.1 By 2005 however, it was forced to
acknowledge dismal failure,2 with poor projected
growth rates and negligible reductions in unemploy-
ment. Presently, there is little evidence that the Euro-
pean economy will either outperform the American
economy by 2010 or even produce substantial im-
provements on its current record.

Collectively, the 27 member states of the European
Union make up the world’s largest trading economy.3

However, problems abound. Gross domestic product
(GDP) growth has been continually sluggish in much
of Western Europe, especially in France, Germany,
Italy, and Portugal.4 As of February 2007, 22 EU
member states had unemployment levels above the
U.S. average of 4.5 percent.5 The employment rate of
persons aged 15 to 64 in the EU is just 63 percent
compared to 72 percent in the U.S.6 Additionally, the
annual growth rate for the Euro Area has averaged
just 2.1 percent per year, compared to 3.3 percent
in the U.S.7 

Europe suffers from particular weaknesses. The
Heritage Foundation’s 2007 Index of Economic Freedom
says, “Europe suffers from the second-worst regional
score in labor freedom and is dead last in fiscal free-
dom from government.… [S]trong state sectors and
rigid labor markets have already prompted significant
social turmoil, not least in France.”8 
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The riots that shook France in 2005 can be linked
to the economic malaise which has afflicted France,
particularly its immigrant and youth populations.
Twenty-two percent of persons under 25 are currently
unemployed in France.9 Former President Jacques
Chirac’s decision to pull back from deregulation of its
labor markets in the face of social disorder was exactly
the wrong decision, surely condemning France to
further decline.123456789 

However, France is not alone. Many European
countries continue to dogmatically defend the
European social model against global competition.
A group of nine EU member states issued an open
declaration in February 2007 calling for stronger
social, environmental, and work protections, which
will only serve to further sap economic growth.10

The introduction of the single European currency,
widely hailed as a huge success for Europe, is now

suffering from a severe lack of public support. A poll
for the independent British think tank Open Europe
revealed that the peoples of Austria, Germany,
Greece, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain would
all prefer to use their previous national currency
instead of the euro.11 Only three of the 14 EU
member states not currently members of the “Euro
zone” would choose to adopt the euro over their
national currency.12

America has enormous interests in Europe’s
economies. The U.S. is the EU’s largest trading
partner and is greatly affected by much of the
regulation being churned out by Brussels. The
European Union and the United States account for
40 percent of world trade and investment, and
around 60 percent of total global GDP. The bilateral
trade and investment relationship is worth almost
$3 billion per day.13 With rampant over-regula-
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tion and the political centralization of power in
Brussels, the U.S. is facing long-term challenges. 

The Acquis Communautaire
Business regulations are a massive impediment

to the creation of wealth. Research from Open
Europe recently found the EU’s current body of
law—the acquis communautaire—to be a stagger-
ing 170,000 pages long. And of these 170,000 pag-
es, over 100,000 have been produced in the last 10
years.14 Furthermore, 77 percent of the total cost of
regulation on U.K. business since 1998 has been
driven by the EU.15

European Commission Vice-President for Indus-
try and Enterprise Günther Verheugen, estimates
that the cost to business of complying with EU leg-
islation currently amounts to €600 billion per
year.16 Other published estimates from the Com-
mission suggest that the trade benefits of the single
market amount to just €160 billion—making a
compelling case that the financial costs of EU mem-
bership now significantly exceed the benefits.17

Confidence in the EU to deliver a more positive
regulatory environment is low. An ICM poll of U.K.
chief executives, conducted in September 2006 for
Open Europe, found that 54 percent of businesses
feel that the costs of EU regulation outweigh the
benefits of the single market. Critically, the poll
revealed that “Even among the businesses that do the
most trade with the rest of the EU, a majority feel the
same.” 18 The same poll also found that a majority of
the respondents (59 percent) felt that the regulatory
burden in the European Union is rising.19 

It is not difficult to see why confidence is so low.
Despite repeated pledges to undo vast swathes of
EU legislation, including a pledge by German Chan-
cellor Angela Merkel to scrap a quarter of all EU
rules and regulations,20 regulation has actually
continued at a frightening pace. British-based think
tank The Bruges Group found that in the first two
weeks of May 2007, the EU passed a total of 43
laws; from May 14–26, 2007, the EU passed a
further 61 laws in areas such as transport, defense
procurement, policing, and research and develop-
ment.21 On June 1, 2007, the EU’s 1,000-page long
chemicals regulation—the Registration, Evaluation,
and Authorization of Chemicals (REACH) regu-
lation—came into force after seven years of negoti-
ation. REACH has been described by news Web site
EU Observer as “the most complex [regulation] in
EU history.”22 Rather than repealing regulation, the
EU is introducing tremendously complicated and
comprehensive legislation. 

European nations are also continuing to intro-
duce anti-competitive, price-controlling legislation
in critical industries such as pharmaceuticals. Free
pricing is a critical element that drives the market.
Europe’s unwillingness to open itself to competition
has seen huge capital flight. The decline of the Euro-
pean pharmaceuticals market, especially compared
to the rapid growth in the U.S. market, could not be
starker.23 In 1988, American manufacturers only
developed 19 of the 50 best-selling drugs world-
wide. By 1998, however, American manufacturers
sold 33 of the top 50 drugs.24 A study carried out by
the U.S. Department of Commerce on the effects of
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pharmaceutical price controls in OECD countries
found a $5 billion to $8 billion annual reduction in
funding for drug research and development.25 Little
wonder, then, that while only 20 percent of men
with prostate cancer in the U.S. will die from it,
about 57 percent of British men, and nearly half of
French and German men will do so.26 

The Common Agricultural Policy 
The regulatory culture of the European Union

undoubtedly contributes to its weak research and
development sector compared with the United
States. At the same time, the EU continues to devote
enormous resources to its very modest agricultural
sector. The EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
is a highly protectionist system of agricultural sub-
sidies that funds Europe’s richest farmers and
excludes the world’s poorest farmers from compet-
ing fairly in the marketplace. The Heritage Founda-
tion’s Dr. Nile Gardiner describes CAP as the “largest
protectionist racket in the world.”27

In 2005 the EU spent €49 billion on the CAP.28

The CAP budget for 2007 is set to increase to an
astonishing €55 billion.29 It not only consumes
more than 40 percent of the entire EU budget, but
imposes higher food costs to the tune of €55 billion,

according to the OECD.30 The Brussels-based think
tank Center for the New Europe found a much
more profound cost of CAP, however—human life.
It estimates that the complex trading rules of the
EU cost thousands of lives per day, especially in
Africa.31 CAP shuts Africans out of a market in
which they would otherwise be competitive, and
then exports heavily subsidized surplus foodstuffs
around the world to the further disadvantage of
unsubsidized African farmers. Dr. Gardiner also
assessed CAP as “the greatest barrier to free trade
in the world.”32

France is by far the largest recipient of CAP aid,
enjoying more than €9 billion of CAP.33 The phas-
ing in of increasing CAP subsidies for the new EU
member states leaves little hope that it will be seri-
ously reformed either. The new French President,
Nicolas Sarkozy, has already indicated that he will
not support radical reform of CAP when it next
comes up for discussion in 2008.34 

The Future of the European Economy 
On balance, Brussels seems to be moving

entirely in the wrong direction. However, there
are some positive trends to note from individual
member states. 
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Over the past two decades, Ireland has
transformed itself from a poor European backwater
with crippling tax rates to a vibrant, buoyant
economy with low unemployment and massive
foreign investment. By opening its markets,
lowering its corporate tax rate to just 12.5 percent,
and investing in education, Ireland has become the
Celtic tiger, enjoying healthy levels of growth and
extremely high living standards.35 It also enjoys
one of the lowest levels of youth unemployment in
the EU, conquering a persistent problem suffered
by many of its European neighbors.36 Ireland
stands as an example to the rest of Europe that
economies are governed by policies, and that the
right policies will get the right results. 

The newer EU members from Central and East-
ern Europe are currently enjoying strong growth as
well, particularly the Baltic States.37 Less than 20
years after the fall of the Berlin Wall, many of these
countries have made remarkable transitions to mar-
ket economies, Estonia being a particularly note-
worthy example. 

In 1992, under the guidance of its brilliant first
Prime Minister, Mart Laar, Estonia enacted radical
free market reforms, including the introduction of
a flat tax, the removal of price controls, and almost
full privatization—and created one of the world’s
freest and most dynamic economies. Mr. Laar has
repeatedly remarked that upon his election he had
read only one book on economics—Milton Fried-
man’s Free to Choose—which is where he got his
inspiration for the Baltic economic miracle.38

Today, Estonia’s new center-right government is
planning to cut the country’s flat income tax rate
from 22 percent to 18 percent by 2012; such has
been the success of its flat tax regime.39 Shamefully,
Estonia had to undo some of its liberal reforms to
join the European Union in 2005, including the
imposition of agricultural tariffs. Regardless,
Estonia stands as an example for Western Europe,
which looks on with envy at its 9–10 percent per
annum growth.40

The flat tax revolution that has swept Central
and Eastern Europe has seen dramatic positive con-
sequences in terms of growth, investment, and
increased tax revenues. Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia,
Russia, Serbia, Ukraine, Slovakia, Georgia, Roma-
nia, Macedonia, and the Czech Republic now have
flat tax regimes. Perhaps more importantly, the flat-
tax effect has sparked a domino-run of corporate
tax-cutting across southern and western Europe.
Before the 2004 round of accession, France and
Germany, terrified of competition from their eastern
neighbors, called on Brussels to determine a mini-
mum level of European corporate tax rates.41 How-
ever, with little support for such harmful tax
harmonization, Old Europe is now getting on New
Europe’s bandwagon. Spain, Germany, France, and
Britain are all in the process of lowering corporate
tax rates in a bid to attract new investment, and the
EU’s average corporate tax rate at the end of 2006
was at a record low of 26 percent.42 This new dyna-
mism is something Old Europe should be very
grateful for. 
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What Should the EU Be Doing? 
The first thing that the EU should be doing is

abandoning plans to breathe life back into the
failed EU constitution, which was vociferously
rejected by French and Dutch voters in 2005. The
EU constitution will merely take everything that is
wrong with the EU and formalize it into vastly pre-
scriptive legal provisions. Merely giving it a new
name will not change the fact that it presents a rec-
ipe for economic disaster.

A 2006 poll by Open Europe of leading British
businessmen found a profound lack of support for
the direction of the European Union proposed in
the European Constitution. Instead, they wanted to
see the EU regulating less and spending less.43 The
repatriation of failed EU policies such as the Com-
mon Agricultural Policy, the Common Fisheries
Policy, and international aid would be a good place
to start. 

The EU must take a critical look at its enormous
body of legislation and make an absolute commit-
ment to both reduce existing legislation and only
enact future legislation on the basis of rigorous,
independent, cost-benefit assessments. Labor mar-
ket reform will also be critical to higher productivity
and greater growth in Europe. 

Conclusion 
Public support for the European Union is low.

When asked in March 2007 whether they would vote
in favor of a treaty transferring more powers to the
EU, just 10 member states responded positively.44 In
recent years, the EU has been responsible for little
more than onerous regulation and politically driven
initiatives to further centralize power. As specific
country examples illustrate, the nation-state remains
the primary vehicle for driving positive change. 

Under the auspices of Margaret Thatcher, the
United Kingdom went from the sick man of Europe
to an economic powerhouse. Under the leadership
of Mart Laar, Estonia went from a poor Soviet out-
post to a high-tech, knowledge-based economy. The
biggest challenge for many European nations right
now is to resist the powerful Brussels establishment,
who continue to churn out reams of legislation to
further solidify European integration. 
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delivered June 10, 2007, during a conference entitled
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sequences for the United States” at Pepperdine Univer-
sity in Malibu, California. 
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